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BROAdcASt ASidE

M y wife Charlotte, who is a watercolour 
artist and my writing partner, and I were 
discussing the similarities between art 
and sound and the artistic process. She 

said the artist will deconstruct what is seen down to 
its essential forms and then reconstruct it in their own 
artistic interpretation.

For example, take a portrait. When viewed, you 
notice how well the artist has ‘captured’ the person. 
The glow of the skin; the ghost of a smile, the spirit 
in the eyes, the details of clothing, hair, and jewellery. 
Now consider the deconstructive analysis the painter 
goes through to reconstruct their interpretive ‘likeness’. 

1. cONStRuctiON — the head is an ovoid 
shape; the ears are halfway between the back of the 
head and the front. The eyes, nose and mouth form 
a triangle allowing for very small brushstrokes to 
convey the unique characteristics of the likeness. 

2. cOMpOSitiON — the relationship of the 
human form to its surroundings. Is it profile or three 
quarter or frontal? Is it a symmetrical or asymmetrical 
layout? And what does the setting say about the 
person in the portrait?

3. cOlOuR — use of the colour palette gives 
impact and drama to the portrait. Purple suggests 
royalty, purpose and higher ambitions. Blue: honesty 
and altruism. Black: power and judgment. Crimson 
imbues its subject with passion and life. Pink with 
childishness and femininity. White with purity. Green 
with nature and fertility.

4. liGHt — the use of light adds dimension and 
drama. Think of Rembrandt’s self-portrait — his face 
partially hidden in darkness as he gazes out from 
under his hat. In fact, there is even a special word for 
the artist’s interplay of light and dark ‘Chiaroscuro’. 

5. tEcHNiquE — painting in water washes 
creates a soft, muted and transparent feel to the 
likeness. Colours change when overpainted with 
another, creating a new one. Oils are thick and heavy 
with pigment. They can be applied in brushstrokes 
or with a palette knife, creating a three-dimensional 
texture.

What a beautiful description of an artist’s approach 
— and a soundman’s challenge. 

To create an aural landscape you have to 
deconstruct the real sound and then reconstruct it 
through microphones, mix, and mastery while trying 

to compensate for the limitations of technology, 
transmission, reception and viewer amplification 
capabilities.

The soundman’s art requires a hefty understanding 
of sound, electronics and systems engineering but 
mixing the sound requires the same ‘deconstruction 
— reconstruction’ interpretive process that the painter 
goes through. Creating the aural architecture means 
putting the actual sound back together in a way that 
surrounds the viewer’s visual field. And there is no 
question that it takes creative talent and a trained 
ear to construct a better-than-reality-broadcast under 
complex and subjective conditions.

Ear-trained reconstruction includes:
1. SOuNdfiEld — Learn how to analyse the 

natural soundfield. Deconstruct the soundfield into 
the core elements such as timbre, volume and 
space. Additionally, what interference from unwanted 
noise are you experiencing? Excessive PA and 
air conditioning racket have ruined many good 
programmes. 

2. cONtENt — Announce or vocal, sports effects 
and atmosphere. Consider the role and effect of the 
play-by-play. How important is it to the viewer 
experience? An undercurrent or the main event? 
Dominant or subdued? Remember, they whisper 
during golf action. Think of the importance of 
atmosphere — the audience noise and ambience 
created by the action. An important part of the 
viewer’s experience is hearing the onsite crowd 
reaction.

3. MicROpHONES — Often, in sports production, 
you are trying to minimise the unwanted noise and 
construct an acceptable soundscape. Proper microphone 
selection and placement are critical for success. Creative 
microphone placements such as in the home plate 
in cricket, under the gymnastics balance beam, or 
on top of the buoy in sailing, create an intimacy and 
immediacy to the action and excitement.

4.  ElEctRONic pROcESSiNG — A wonderful 
tool when properly used to control the dynamics, 
equalisation and spatial orientation in the sound mix. 
I have often wondered why in a recording studio you 
have racks and racks of processing gear but when 
you go into a TV OB van there is a mixing console, 
monitor speakers, a playback device for music and 
maybe some compressors — if you are lucky. Why?

5. cONSiStENcy — With large sports events 
across many venues and disciplines (such as the 
Olympics) consistency becomes very important and a 
difficult challenge. Every venue sounds different, has 
different acoustics, different PAs and certainly different 
sound mixers that makes applying the soundfield 
characteristics across multiple venues complicated.

At the end of the day, the soundman’s art is 
subjective. His interpretation, like that of a painter, is a 
blend of knowledge, training and talent. The viewer’s 
reaction is subjective too. Different cultures, diverse 
technologies, and personal preferences create a wide 
spectrum of reaction to the qualities of broadcast 
sound. But this subjectivity is precisely why training 
the brain as an audio tool is so critical in meeting the 
soundman’s challenge. You don’t need a meter or 
scope to tell you something doesn’t sound right. You 
only need a well-trained brain.

Listen analytically. Think creatively. Apply 
intelligently. n

The Soundman’s Art
A chat about the processes of painting art gets DENNIS BAXTER thinking in terms of audio 
deconstruction and reconstruction.

Since these are being recorded in an uncontrolled 
environment, it leaves the door open for so many 
things to go awry.’

Not surprisingly, as the conventional recording 
market shrinks as a result of the decline in CD 
sales, the notion of specialising in live recordings 
is growing. The dean of that corps, so to speak, 
is Brett Eliason, a Seattle-based engineer/producer 
who noticed the niche emerging a few years ago. 
Since then, he’s mixed live recordings for Pearl Jam, 
System of a Down, My Chemical Romance, REM, 
Dave Matthews Band and Audioslave, among others. 
Eliason says that live albums historically are ways 
that artists make connections with their fan base, 
making a taste of the live show’s excitement part 
of their discography. But he also acknowledges that 
live albums are also sometimes used as placeholders, 
something to keep the fans connected while the band 
goes though writer’s block. That means that what he’s 
presented with after the show can range from some 
direct desk feeds into a cheap hard drive up to a first-
rate recording done by a first-class remote vehicle. 
‘And everything in between,’ he adds. 

Eliason says he’s able to charge a bit of premium 
for his production/mixing services precisely because 
he’s become well known as the go-to person for 
live albums. He notes that as prerecorded disc sales 
continue to tank and more artists resort to putting 
out live CDs and DVD as a lower-cost alternative 
to studio albums, he’s getting more competition in 
this niche. One way he counters that, when the 
opportunity presents itself, is by bringing his expertise 
into play before the first downbeat is played on stage. 
‘Typically, it’s someone else recording the shows, not 
me, and there are things they can do to assure a better 
outcome for the album,’ he says. For Taking Back 
Sunday’s album recorded at their show at the Astoria 
in London, Eliason spent time with the recording 
engineer and FOH, reviewing microphone choices 
and placements. ‘[The engineer] was going to place 
microphones out in the audience facing back into the 
stage,’ he recalls. ‘I understand the thinking but it 
backfires: in smaller rooms you get slaughtered by the 
volume of the PA system, and it’s nearly impossible 
to exactly line up the delays that that causes. Instead, 
I had him put a combination of one condenser and 
one shotgun on either side of the stage and use those 
as audience mics. It worked perfectly — time-aligned 
and not overpowered by the PA.’

It’s always satisfying to discover a producer who 
has noticed a niche and has effectively exploited 
it. As Eliason acknowledges, he’s not alone and 
the competition is growing. But that’s fine because 
so, apparently, is the amount of content that will 
need to be produced, as evidenced by the number 
of releases that are comprised of seemingly second-
thought performances, like the BoDeans’ 2009 live 
album taken from some acoustic appearances in the 
Midwest in 2006. In fact, taken to a radical but logical 
conclusion, the proliferation of live albums could 
undermine our putative definition of what a record 
producer is. The band writes, arranges and performs; 
the recording engineer captures the performance 
in real time, with no stops for retakes or aesthetic 
suggestions; and the mixer mixes the final product, 
pristinely, one supposes, since any postproduction 
work is antithetical to the spirit of a ‘live’ album. 
Perhaps just that kind of post production will develop 
into its own niche – the application of Auto-Tune or 
CEDAR as needed has become an art in itself. As live 
records become more ubiquitous, so will the need to 
make them sound better and be more competitive 
in the market. Hey, just what you needed: another 
excuse to go hang around in a club. n


